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ABSTRACT
Effective detection, investigation and prevention of transnational corruption-related crimes depends directly on depends on a coordinated and clearly regulated procedure for interaction between the authorized bodies of foreign States. This is the implementation of a system of organizational measures and procedural actions defined by criminal procedure legislation and international treaties as their integral part. The study reveals that the system of actions counteracting these crimes in the course of cooperation at international level takes forms provided by law. These are international legal assistance; extradition of a criminal suspect; transfer of criminal proceedings; transfer of persons sentenced to States of their nationality or permanent residence in order to serve his/her sentence; international search; exchange of information. International engagement in these forms is subject to strict observance of all human rights, and in particular of the citizens of own State, in the course of criminal procedure in a foreign State. The focus is on new promising forms of international cooperation against corruption-related offences: covert investigations and investigations of international joint investigation teams. It is emphasized that measures cooperation at international level in detecting, investigating and preventing corruption-related crimes are systematically implemented, comprehensive and aimed at achieving the common objective of identifying, detecting and investigating corruption-related criminal offences, ensuring the judicial consideration of the case, as well as creating conditions for the subsequent implementation of preventive activities, that is, eliminating the causes and conditions that have facilitated the commission of crimes. The effective action against corruption-related crimes requires implementation at the State, regional levels, as well as globally, with the participation of State authorities and law enforcement agencies, international and voluntary organizations, citizens and their associations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Considering the current characterization of transnational corruption-related crimes, it is impossible to achieve the objectives of criminal proceedings effectively without international cooperation measures. Accordingly, targeted and systematic teamwork, involving State authorities and law enforcement bodies, international and voluntary organizations, citizens and their associations is a prerequisite for international engagement in the investigation of corruption-related crimes.

The further implementation of legal reform in Ukraine, the European integration development of our State and the orientation towards international democratic standards make the investigation of corruption-related criminal offences of particular relevance, and it is under the focus at the international, regional and national levels.

Corruption-related criminal offences committed at international level have the features of transnational organized criminal groups. The transnational organized crime is characterised by a high level of social danger, a system of criminal activities and the cohesion of its members. The participants of transnational organized criminal groups are organized according to certain criteria. These may include hometown relations (originating from one State or region), religious or cultural traditions, or family relationship. Frequently the
unifying factor is professional performance. These groups “specialize” in the commission of a certain type (group) of crimes. The group is clearly constructed, specifying the leader, groups of “elite,” “asset,” “informers,” “performers” etc. All tasks are planned in advance and assigned to specific performers, and a system of penalties is provided for failure to perform them or for improper performance. Frequently peculiar “codes of conduct” are developed to be strictly observed by all members of the criminal association. A separate “block” of activity concerns security: from the security of the members of the group up to the complex of measures to conceal hierarchical criminal system. New equipment, new firearms, video surveillance, advanced high-security communications are used.

According to scientists (Kyslyi et al., 2021), an important characteristic of transnational organized criminal groups is the presence of corrupt factors, the system of connections in different State authorities and law enforcement [1].

Considering world trends, only coordinated actions by States, interrelated by many links in political, economic and social life, can perform positive results in the system of actions against corruption, which encroaches on all sectors of public relations, as well as ensure investigation of corruption, that is, corruption-related criminal offences.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The aim of the study is to highlight specificities of cooperation at international level against corruption-related crimes of special danger, that is, transnational. For this, a number of tasks should be undertaken: to reveal the content of international cooperation and to define its forms; to characterize international corruption-related crimes and to highlight the signs of performance of actors committing them; to reveal the procedure for teamwork of competent actors of different States, representatives of international organizations empowered against such acts; to determine the importance of international counteracting corruption-related crimes as a condition for national and international security.

The study is based on an analysis of international and national legislation, theoretical findings of domestic and foreign scholars and empirical evidence [2, 3, 4, 5].

3. RESULTS OF THE STUDY

At the international level, the leading international organisations have adopted a system of international treaties that define the international illegality of corruption and bind Member States to establish them as crimes in national criminal legislation and to effectively combat corruption.

Thus, international illegality and the principles for the implementation of international cooperation measures by the competent authorities of States in preventing and combating corruption are defined in the provisions of the Convention on Laundering, Search, Seizure and Confiscation of the Proceeds from Crime of 1990, the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime of 2000 with the Protocol of 2004 and special international agreements on combating corruption. These are Criminal Law Convention on Corruption of 1999 with the Additional Protocol of 2003, Civil Law Convention on Corruption of 1999, United Nations Convention against Corruption of 2003, etc.

A wide range of States are parties to these international instruments, since most of them are adopted within the framework of the United Nations (193 States of the world are involved in the international organization), as well as of the Council of Europe (composed of 47 States) that opens up great opportunities for cooperation.

In Ukraine, the criminal illegality of corruption offenses is defined in the Criminal Code of Ukraine of 2001 [6], and the procedure for criminal proceedings against them is regulated by the Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine of 2012 [7].

It should be determined that law enforcement against these crimes is not limited to the investigation but also involves the detection and prevention by special forces and means, including covert, with the involvement of international and non-governmental establishments, citizens, using other special procedures for criminal proceedings.

At the current stage, it is important to perform such activities in accordance with international standards for national and international security.

The concept of “international standards” is a generalized concept encompassing the requirements for certain activities, according to the relevant legal and regulatory framework, the requirements of the international community and the best practical experience of foreign States. For example, scientists (Parkhomenko et al., 2020) argue that nowadays the fulfillment of Ukraine’s international obligations and compliance [8] of the legal system of our State with international and European standards are an important mission. The incorporation of universally accepted world standards and values into domestic constitutions and legislation is achieved by enshrining basic principles of cooperation in joint treaties [9]. This involves the implementation of systemic measures, and above all improvement of the legal system of the State, as well as the practice of law application.

Interaction in criminal proceedings on corruption-related crimes at international level provides a system of organizational measures and procedural actions defined
by criminal procedure legislation and international treaties as their integral part.

According to the review of empirical sources and scientific literature [10], typically international cooperation measures in such interaction are in the forms as follows:

1) international legal assistance, extradition of a criminal suspect, transfer of criminal proceedings in order to investigate criminal offenses;

2) transfer of persons sentenced to States of their nationality or permanent residence in order to serve his/her sentence;

3) international search;

4) information exchange.

International cooperation in these forms is subject to strict observance of human rights and freedoms, and their comprehensive implementation.

The most common form of international cooperation, such as cases on corruption-related offences, is international legal assistance, which involves procedural actions on behalf of the competent foreign authority.

International legal assistance, similar to other types (forms) of collaboration in criminal proceedings, is implemented between the authorised (central) and competent bodies of States. These bodies are determined by each State in accordance with its domestic legislation and the specific organization of the law enforcement system by submitting statements and notifications to the international agreement on the basis of which the interaction is carried out, each State Party shall designate the entities authorized to carry out the outlined tasks. In Ukraine, these are the Prosecutor-General’s Office (during pre-trial stages) and the Ministry of Justice (during a court trial). The analysis [11] of the practice of foreign States reveals that competent authorities empowered to execute requests for international legal assistance and other forms of international cooperation in criminal proceedings are primarily bodies conducting pre-trial investigation.

Interaction with foreign competent authorities of States, their authorized persons is characterized by a number of features that relate to its legal basis, participants, features of implementation, and so on. In particular: regulation by international law and principles of reciprocity, observance of State sovereignty; ensuring the confidentiality of information; specific performers of certain tasks; taking into account the language barrier, territorial remoteness, differences in the domestic legislation of each State, whose representatives are involved in the interaction. To ensure proper interaction, a number of preparatory organizational and technical measures should be applied.

Extradition is an important form of countering corruption-related crimes at international level. This form of cooperation involves not only the transfer of a criminal suspect (accused) to the law enforcement agencies of a State that has initiated extradition, but also a range of procedural and organizational measures, aimed at preventing attempts of a person to evade investigative bodies, to continue to engage in corrupt activities, to evade search, at ensuring the preservation of sources of evidence and illegally gained proceeds, and at confirming the circumstances, which may impede extradition etc.

Previously, as a rule, a person (suspected or accused of corruption) is wanted, and this is the international search.

International search is a set of procedural, search, reference, organizational, technical and other measures taken by the competent authorities of the State initiating the search and by the authorities of the requested foreign States aimed at identification, seizure, arrest and extradition of wanted persons. The Interpol shall be involved in the international search, as well as the Interpol National Central Bureaus of member countries shall be involved in the international search.

Moreover, according to determined functions, regarding the issues of preventing and combatting corruption, the National Agency on Corruption Prevention, a central executive authority of Ukraine with a special status, responsible for the formation and implementation of public anti-corruption policy, is involved in international cooperation. In addition, the National Agency of Ukraine for finding, tracing and management of assets derived from corruption and other crimes [12]. This State authority forms the trend of development of State policy on effective counteraction to corruption-related crimes. In addition, the system of measures to detect, search, arrest proceeds from crime.

4. DISCUSSION

States’ international cooperation measures are regulated by international instruments on countering corruption, regarding international legal assistance, etc. For example, a number of international cooperation measures in the investigation of corruption-related criminal offences are regulated by the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime of 2000 [13], the Second Additional Protocol to the European Convention on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters of 2001 [14] and others.

For example, according to art. 8 of the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime of 2000 [13], at the level of Member States, the obligation to implement the system of measures to establish socially dangerous corruption actions as crimes in domestic legislation of each State Party.
The Second Additional Protocol to the European Convention on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters of 2001 [14], in addition to a number of measures, regulates "covert investigations" as a measure of international cooperation in criminal proceedings.

Scientists (Cherniavskyi et al., 2020) argue that nowadays the international legal basis for interaction of countries of the world in the field of covert investigations (criminal intelligence, investigative activities) exists [15].

Covert investigations require to ensure the safety not only of those involved in the investigation, but also of their relatives and friends who are at risk of pressure or manipulation. This system of measures may include: personal protection, protection of housing or property, as well as the provision and development of a system of notification of the existing danger; use of technical means of covert obtaining of information; conspiracy of the person’s appearance; conducting a closed trial. It is important to establish a reliable information exchange system.

The legal, as well as organizational and tactical, framework for the exchange of information will be further studied.

A new and promising form of interaction of States is the establishment and operation of international joint investigation teams. Their activities are based on provisions of international (conventions, treaties, agreements) and domestic legislation (laws and by-laws) etc.

The activities of joint investigation teams in the investigation of corruption-related crimes as an area of global and national law enforcement activities of the State have legal, organizational, methodological and personnel aspects. International cooperation in the form of joint investigation teams enables to combine the efforts of the law enforcement agencies of several States, to involve the assistance of forensic institutions and international organizations in order to effectively accomplish the tasks set. In addition, the principle of clear distribution of powers and assignment of duties among law enforcement agencies, which directly implement interaction (pre-trial investigation bodies) and the bodies responsible for organizing and coordinating such interaction should be applied.

It is important to bear in mind the comprehensiveness of the activities of the joint investigation teams and their ultimate objective – to detect, investigate and prevent crimes, including corruption-related ones, to prosecute cases and to address causes and conditions, which facilitate the commission of crimes driven by the criminal intent of corruption.

The intensification of this form of international cooperation is provided for by the content of legal instruments [16] and the requirements of practical activities.

It should be noted that any form of interaction involves information exchange. Bearing in mind the different forms of expression of the activities and the range of actors involved the information exchange should be considered as a separate form of international cooperation. Interpol and Europol contribute to this form of cooperation in preventing and combating corruption.

For example, with the help of Interpol it is possible to obtain information that will describe: the illegal and criminal experience of a particular person; the alleged perpetrators of criminal offences; the range of relations, contacts, the place of residence of such persons; information on the crossing of borders by a particular person; the mechanism for the commission of a corruption-related criminal offence, a specific way of realising the criminal intent; a transnational organized criminal group; legal entities involved in illegal or criminal activities; analytical, statistical and background information on necessary issues.

The advantage of Interpol is that it is possible to exchange information on the 24/7 system, which provides high-quality and confidential 24-hour-a-day direct access to the information resources of the Interpol General Secretariat, to exchange information between the National Central Bureaus of Interpol of different countries.

Generally, the exchange of information is one of Europol’s priorities. A significant percentage of the exchange of information is support of the detection, investigation and prevention of corruption-related crimes specifically. The system of cooperation in the exchange of information involves Europol member States, as well as third States, on the basis of reciprocity. Such activities are subject to confidentiality, and Europol and Interpol also have a well-established system of cooperation to carry out joint tasks to counter criminal acts, including corruption-related ones.

Interaction of competent actors in the exchange of information may be as follows:

1) one-time, when the pre-trial investigation body of Ukraine requests the relevant law enforcement agencies of one or more foreign States regarding legal assistance (another form of international cooperation) or regarding international police cooperation. It should be noted that such a request may include more than one issue or task;

2) periodic, when the pre-trial investigation body of Ukraine repeatedly requests law enforcement agencies of a foreign State or States;

3) constant, when the law enforcement agencies of a foreign State or States interact the entire period of proceedings in a criminal or operative-search case. This type of interaction is typical, in particular, for multi-
episode criminal proceedings on transnational economic- and corruption-related crimes; interaction is also constant during the international search for the accused.

Accordingly, the interaction at the initiative of the law enforcement agencies of foreign States can be classified.

In all cases, an interaction involves activities by means of some actions, operations, techniques and practises. Its efficiency suggests that it cannot be reduced to a single technique.

The principles of international exchange of information on preventing and combating corruption are regulated by the content of a number of international treaties to which Ukraine is a party.

Provisions of international treaties are reflected in domestic legislation of Ukraine.

Information exchanged by competent authorities during international cooperation should be timely, mutual, detailed and as precise as possible. Such information should be provided in an appropriate form, as determined by international treaties and the laws of States.

With regard to procedural forms of information exchange, the most frequent form of such exchange is international legal assistance, and the data obtained by that means (records of various procedural acts, certificates, checks on database) is used in proving by the competent authorities of the State, which makes a request, in the investigation of corruption offences.

Information is exchanged in a non-procedural manner between individual representatives of the competent authorities of States. Such information should be of a guiding nature, facilitating further decision-making.

5. CONCLUSIONS

International cooperation aimed at the effective action against corruption-related crimes is implemented at different levels: the State (initial), regional (subsequent) and international (final, global), with the participation of State authorities and law enforcement bodies, international and voluntary organizations, citizens and their associations according to international and national legislation.

The grounds for establishing an act of corruption as an international crime are the danger to society, the violation of international security and the rule of law; the existence of a special international treaty to combat such an act or special provisions in a treaty that establish a certain act as crime internationally. The study proves that corruption-related criminal offences are international crimes. They are characterized by a specific mechanism of commission, actors, victims, the scale of the commission and the specific object of the offence. Such acts are punishable under national law on the basis of current provisions of international law.

In order to effectively combat corruption-related crimes at the global level, which is a prerequisite for international and national security, it is important to consider a number of factors. From our perspective, the key one is the consideration of the comprehensiveness of both traditional and new international cooperation activities and their ultimate goal, that is, effective fight against corruption-related crimes.
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